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Baseline Cost of HB851 to Florida Taxpayers is $21.7 Million per Year;
SB 1400 to cost $22.7
On March 20, 2014, the Florida House passed HB 851. Under this bill, illegal aliens who
have attended high school in Florida consecutively for 4 years will be eligible for resident
in-state tuition rates at Florida public colleges and universities. Illegal alien students
seeking in-state tuition rates must apply to a Florida public college or university within
two years of graduation and need only submit a Florida high school transcript for
documentary evidence of eligibility. This legislation is currently pending in the state
Senate.
Not surprisingly, the bill’s supporters have not discussed how this legislation would
displace native-born and legal residents of Florida who wish to enroll in state schools; nor
has there been any attempt to quantify the number of illegal aliens who would take
advantage of this law, and the associated costs to Florida taxpayers.
Detailed data on the number of illegal aliens residing in Florida, and their use of public
services, are not readily available, for understandable reasons. Those who are in the state
illegally are often reluctant to offer that information when enrolling in school or other
state programs. However, there has been considerable work done, including by FAIR, to
ascertain the impact that illegal immigration is having on U.S. states. Based on earlier
FAIR cost estimates, and the best available data, we project that if HB 851is passed, it
will cost Florida taxpayers $21.7 million in the first year, with this cost expected to rise in
subsequent years as more illegal aliens take advantage of the law’s provisions.
New Enrollees Who Will Qualify for Reduced Tuition Rates Under HB 851
Type of PostIllegal Alien
In-State/Out-of State
Taxpayer
Secondary Intuition
Enrollment
Tuition Difference
Cost
University
Community/Associate
Career Centers

616
2,205
2,205

$15,279
$2,475
$1,031

$9,411,864
$5,457,375
$2,273,355

Total Cost:
$17,142,594
Current Enrollees Who Will Qualify for Reduced Tuition Rates Under HB 851
Type of PostIllegal Alien
In-State/Out-of State
Taxpayer
Secondary Intuition
Enrollment
Tuition Difference
Cost
University
Community/Associate
Career Centers

210
376
376

$15,279
$2,475
$1,031

$3,208,590
$930,600
$387,656

Total Cost:
$4,526,846

We estimate that 8,785 illegal aliens graduate from Florida public high schools each year,
and that 560 of those graduates go on to attend four-year public universities in the state.
We project that 616 illegal aliens will enroll in Florida public universities in the academic
year following the passage of HB 851, due to the added incentive of in-state tuition rates.
The average difference between in- and out-of-state tuition at Florida public universities
for 2013-2014 is $15,279. 1 If HB 851 becomes law, illegal aliens who enroll in state
universities will receive a taxpayer-funded subsidy of $9,411,864. In addition, we
estimate that there are 840 illegal alien students currently enrolled in Florida universities,
and that one-quarter of them will qualify as in-state residents under the law. This will cost
Florida taxpayers an additional $3,208,590.
HB 851 also allows qualified illegal aliens to enroll in Florida community colleges and
associate degree programs as in-state residents. We estimate that 2,205 will enroll in
Florida community colleges in the 2014-2015 academic year, taking advantage of
reduced tuition rates. The average difference per credit hour between in-state and out-ofstate students enrolled in community colleges programs in Florida is $275 per credit
hour. 2 We base our estimate on an average of nine credit hours per student over the
academic year, which would total a discount of $2,475. Accordingly, the cost to Florida
taxpayers will be $5,457,375. We also estimate that 376 current students enrolled in
community colleges will benefit from HB851, at a cost to taxpayers of $930,600.
HB851 also would grant in-state tuition to qualified students who enroll in public noncharter or charter career centers, which are operated by local school districts or the
Florida College System. For Florida residents, the average tuition and required fees in
public non-charter schools is $3,124. 3 Based on available data, the out-of-state tuition
and fee rate for these career centers is estimated to be one-third higher for out-of state
enrollees. This would be $4,155. We estimate that the number of illegal aliens who
would enroll in non-charter career centers to take advantage of in-state residency rates
would be 2,205 and would cost Florida taxpayer’s $2,273,355. We also estimate that 376
current enrollees would qualify for reduced in-state rates, at a cost of $387,656. Due to
insufficient data and the likelihood that the increased costs incurred would be negligible,
charter career centers were excluded from this estimate.
Purported Economic Benefit of HB851
Proponents of HB851 often argue that allowing illegal aliens in Florida to attend colleges
and universities at a reduced rate will lead to economic and fiscal benefits in the longterm. In effect, what they propose is spending considerable amounts of taxpayer dollars
as an “investment,” with the promise of a return 20 to 30 years in the future. While the
immediate costs are real, the benefits are far from assured. There may be long-term
benefits, but there is no reliable evidence at this point to substantiate such claims, and
some reason to doubt them. 4 Most illegal aliens are prohibited from working in the
United States, and those who have received temporary work authorization under DACA
(Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals) may have this status revoked at any time.

Additionally, these types of projections ignore the effects that HB851, and other
legislation that encourage illegal aliens to settle in Florida, will have on the native-born
and legal residents in Florida.
Florida has the second largest illegal alien population in the United States after
California. State and local governments in California for many decades have enacted
policies welcoming to illegal aliens, and the costs associated with illegal immigration
have risen accordingly. Currently, there are about 25,000 students in the California postsecondary public education system, costing state taxpayers there approximately $102.7
million annually. 5 Floridians should pay close attention to the economic and fiscal
problems facing California due the large number of illegal aliens residing in that state.
Those who argue that many illegal aliens who cannot afford to attend public colleges and
universities in Florida presently will be able to do so under HB851 must acknowledge the
costs to taxpayers, and must also acknowledge that some legal residents of Florida will
lose out on benefits that they would have otherwise gained if Florida law continued to
prevent illegal aliens from receiving taxpayer-funded subsidized tuition rates.
The Costs of SB 1400
Along with HB 851, there is another very similar bill, SB 1400, that has been introduced
in the Florida Senate and is scheduled to be brought before the judiciary committee on
April 1, 2014. SB 1400 only requires three years of consecutive attendance at a Florida
high school before graduation to qualify for in-state tuition rates. We used the same
methodology to estimate the costs of SB 1400, and assumed that the number of illegal
aliens who would qualify for reduced tuition rates under this bill would be 2.5 percent
higher than under HB 851.
New Enrollees Who Will Qualify for Reduced Tuition Rates Under SB 1400
Type of PostIllegal Alien
In-State/Out-of State
Taxpayer
Secondary Intuition
Enrollment
Tuition Difference
Cost
University
Community/Associate
Career Centers

635
2,270
2,270

$15,279
$2,475
$1,031

$9,702,165
$5,618,250
$2,340,370

Total Cost:
$17,660,785
Current Enrollees Who Will Qualify for Reduced Tuition Rates Under SB 1400
Type of PostIllegal Alien
In-State/Out-of State
Taxpayer
Secondary Intuition
Enrollment
Tuition Difference
Cost
University
Community/Associate
Career Centers

238
387
387

$15,279
$2,475
$1,031

$3,636,402
$957,825
$398,997

Total Cost:
$4,993,224

Methodology
A 2009 FAIR study estimated the illegal alien population in Florida to be 950,000, and
the number of illegal alien students enrolled in state public schools at 146,000. 6 Since
2009, student enrollment in Florida public schools has remained relatively stable. 7 The
illegal alien population in Florida likely declined slightly between 2009 and 2011 due to
economic factors, but indicators show that it is beginning to increase again. 8 The Pew
Hispanic Center estimated the illegal alien population in 2012 to be 950,000, the same as
FAIR’s 2009 estimate. We believe that the illegal alien population in Florida is likely
slightly higher than that number, but we have accepted Pew’s estimate of 950,000 for this
analysis.
Based on the Pew Hispanic Center’s demographic profile of the U.S. illegal alien
population, and the demographic profile of the non-citizen population in Florida by the
U.S. Census Bureau, we estimated that there are now 148,000 illegal alien students in
Florida public schools. We also used the Pew and Census Bureau numbers to apportion
the illegal alien student population into cohorts that would benefit from HB851. 9 This
includes students who are graduating from Florida public high schools in Spring 2014,
and those who have graduated over the past two years, taking into consideration the
lower graduation rate for illegal alien students. 10 We estimated that 8,785 illegal aliens
are graduating from Florida public schools every year, and that 85 percent of them would
qualify for in-state tuition under HB851. This leaves us with 7,467 and we estimate that
7.5 percent of them, or 560, attend public universities. 11
We assumed that the passage of HB851 would result in a ten percent increase in
qualifying illegal aliens enrolling in universities who would not otherwise have done so.
Therefore, we projected that if HB851 became law, 616 new students would attend
Florida public universities. We also estimated that 1,300 illegal alien students (560 x 2)
would have enrolled in Florida universities during the previous two years would become
eligible for in-state tuition under HB851. Factoring in a 25 percent attrition rate, we
assumed that one-quarter of 840 (210) illegal alien students would still be enrolled and
able to take advantage of in-state tuition rates.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 66.2 percent of 2012 U.S. high school
graduates attended university or college, which included community colleges and
professional schools. 12 The Florida Department of Education states that 65 percent of the
graduates from state high schools begin their post-secondary education at a Florida
college. 13 Given that illegal aliens would be less likely to attend post-secondary schools,
we reduced that number to 61.2 percent of the estimated 7,467 illegal aliens graduating
from Florida high schools. Subtracting the 7.5 percent we assumed would attend fouryear universities leaves 53.7 percent, or 4,010. We evenly apportioned this number
between community colleges and career centers. We made the same assumption as above
for illegal aliens enrolled in Florida universities; that HB851 would lead to a 10 percent
increase in those who would apply to community college or career centers, bringing each
total to 2,205.

We also applied the same methodology to the number of students already enrolled in
community colleges and career centers as with university students. Assuming a 25
percent attrition rate, we estimated that one-quarter of illegal alien students already
enrolled in community colleges or career centers would take advantage of in-state tuition
rates available to them under HB851.
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